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 The properties of optical fibers transmission systems based on Bragg 

gratings and uniform fibers, which are discussed in detail in this paper. Two- 

fiber optic communication channels Bragg gratings are used, along with 

Optisystem software for simulations. It is widely used in a variety of optical 

communication systems, such as, dispersion compensators, band filters, 

amplifiers and in-fiber sensors or fiber grating lasers, because of its 

versatility. In this design, the distance has been changed from 10 km up to 

100 km, as well as the input power from 2 dBm to 16 dBm, and the 

calculation of both the bit error rate (BER) and quality (Q) factor at the 

receiver could be studied by modelling the model of a communication 

system and employing the system's most suited settings, such as fiber cable 

length (km) and input power (dBm). 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The optical signal is transported without distortion from the transmitter to the receiver using the 

communication channel. It is common practice to use optical fibers as the communication channel for light 

wave communication systems because the light can be transmitted in fibers with low loss of power. Fiber loss 

influences the spacing of repeaters in a long-haul light wave system, therefore it's a significant design factor. 

Fiber dispersion, which causes pulse broadening inside the optical fiber, is another important design 

consideration [1]-[7]. A fiber is described as a periodic change in the refractive index along the core of an 

optical fiber, grating Bragg. It's fundamental in optical communication systems, particularly for building 

optical amplifiers and filters. Ultraviolet radiation is used to expose the fiber's core, the refractive index can 

be modulated. As a result, the index of refraction of the core changes. Photosensitivity is a crucial feature of 

optical fibers. Hill and Meltz [8] found it in 1978 at the Canadian communication center. It makes it possible 

to make fiber Bragg grating (FBG) in the core of the fiber. Photosensitivity refers to the ability of a core to 

modify its index of refraction when exposed to ultraviolet (UV) light. The photosensitivity of the optical 

system is influenced by a number of elements, including fiber core composition, source of irradiation, and 

fiber history prior to irradiation. Hydrogen loading can improve the photosensitivity of fiber [9]. The very 

first fiber grating was known as a "self-induced grating." This only works at the UV wavelength, which is 

used for writing. The core's refractive index is permanently altered. Because photosensitive silica fibers 

doped with germanium are utilized in the production of FBG, implying that light alters the core's refractive 

index. The quantity of change is determined by the exposure's intensity and duration. Fiber Bragg gratings 

(FBG) play a key role in fiber communication and fiber sensing [10]. Compensation for dispersion, 
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amplifiers, laser stabilization, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), optical code division multiple 

access (CDMA), fiber grating lasers, wavelength converters, and selective mirrors, are just a few of the 

applications for FBG in optical communication systems [11]. Low losses into the fiber, low maintenance, 

stability, spectrum flexibility, simple structure, and low insertion loss are just a few of the features of FBGs 

[12]. The most enticing aspect of fiber Bragg grating is the spectral properties of it. There are several designs, 

fiber grating reflection and transmission spectra can be designed and optimized for a variety of applications 

by carefully selecting parameters such as chirp, length, index modulation amplitude, period, and function of 

apodization [13]-[17]. Fiber Bragg gratings, wireless and wire technologies are widely used in optical 

telecommunications networks for the technique of dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM), 

dispersion compensation, the gain flattening of the erbium amplifier, the stabilization of the laser, the slope 

of dispersion, and optical CDMA [18]-[28]. 

 

 

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION  
Optical FBG are utilized because they are a low-cost filter that is easy to select the suitable 

wavelength for various applications while also improving quality [29]. Filtration, low of loss, reflection, and 

high efficiency are some of the processes performed by FBG. The FBG compensates for color (chromatic) 

dispersion in the system of optical transmission. The reflected light will be produced at any little periodic 

refraction shift, and this a little amount of reflected light will eventually transform into a huge light that 

reflects with a specific wavelength. When the grating period is nearly half the wavelength of the incoming 

light, the wavelength is called Bragg. The light that remains will be transparent (with the exception of Bragg 

illumination). The first-order Bragg condition is as shown in (1). 

 

𝜆_𝐵 = 2𝑛_(𝑒𝑓𝑓)Λ (1) 

 

Where n_ (eff) is the effective refractive index of the Bragg is grating, λ_B is the wavelength of light that 

will be reflected off the Bragg grating in free space, and Λ is the grating period depicted in Figure 1.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Principle of operation of FBG [29] 

 

 

The transmission systems with minimum bit error rate (BER) and maximum quality (Q) factor are 

examined in this paper. The initiating system uses an optical fiber Coarse wavelength division multiplexing 

(CWDM) with uniform FBG circuit composed of a four-channel, the first channel is an optical fiber with 

FBG, the second channel is an optical fiber with uniform FBG, the third channel is the FBG with an optical 

fiber CWDM, and the last channel is an uniform FBG with an optical fiber CWDM as shown below in Figure 

2. From 10 to 100 kilometers away, the system transmits data with an input power of (2-16) dBm. Eye 

diagram analyzers, which are employed in the process of evaluating performance, are shown to begin shaping 

the spectrum. These images were created with an application called Optisystem Version 15. 
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Figure 2. The opti system software was used to create a simulated optical fiber channel system model 

 

 

3. A PROPOSED DESIGN SIMULATION  

Optical transmitter at 193.1 THZ with a bit rate of 10 Gb/s generates power of 16 dBm, which is 

shown in Figure 1. Non-return-to-zero (NRZ) is the modulation type [27]. To distribute power to the four 

branches, the pulses are fired into the 1xN. With an effective index of 1.45 and a length of 2 millimeters, 

With FBG, the first 100-kilometer single-mode optical fiber has a dispersion of 16.75 ps nm−1km−1 and an 

attenuation of 0. 2 dB Km−1.The second 100-kilometer branch the bandwidth of a single-mode fiber with a 

uniform FBG is 125 GHz, and the reflectivity is 0.99; the differential group delay for a CWDM optical fiber 

of the third and fourth channels is 0.2 75 ps nm−1, and the slope of dispersion is 0.075 ps nm−2km−1. With a 

cutoff frequency of 0.75 Hz and a gain of 10, all of these optical channels are using optical receivers. Using 

an eye diagram to analyze all parameters, such as the minimum bit error rate and the maximum Q factor, is 

the final step. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 

On an oscilloscope, the eye diagram illustrates a digital data stream sampled at a predetermined rate. 

This visual data can be used to assess the quality of digital transmissions, is created using a time domain 

signal and overlapping traces. BER and Q are computed from this data. It is clear from the eye diagram that 

BER performance is very high. For optical fiber lengths of 10 to 100 kilometers, the maximum Q. Factor and 

minimum BER are shown in Figures 3 through 19. Reading eye diagrams are shown in Figures 3 through 10, 

data1 was received via a FBG with single-mode optical fiber, while data2 was received over a uniform FBG 

with a single-mode optical fiber.  

The output readings can be achieved by altering the input power as well as the fiber length when 

using FBG and uniform FBG. Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the parameters of the simulation and results for the 

maximum Q. Factor and minimum bit error rate, respectively. The Figures 11 to 18 demonstrate reading eye 

diagrams for data 1 and 2 collected from optical fiber CWDM with FBG and optical fiber CWDM with 

uniform FBG. 

Effect of optical fiber CWDM type bit error rate (BER) and quality factor (Q) in optical fiber 

distance and input power for use of FBG and uniform FBG. Tables 3 and 4 list the simulation parameters. 

The program Origin 2021 was used to draw the relationship that shows the change in the length of the optical 

fiber with the maximum quality factor from Table 1 to Table 4 as shown in the Figure 19.  
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 3. 10 km of optical fiber with a 2 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and (b) a uniform FBG 
 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 4. 25 km of optical fiber with a 4 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and (b) a uniform FBG 
 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 5. 40 km of optical fiber with a 6 dBm input power Eye diagram using (a) FBG and (b) a uniform FBG 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 6. 55 km of optical fiber with an 8 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and (b) a uniform FBG 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 7. 70 km of optical fiber with a 10 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and (b) a uniform FBG 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 8. 80 km of optical fiber with a 12 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and (b) a uniform FBG 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 9. 90 km of optical fiber with a 14 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and (b) a uniform FBG 
 
 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 10. 100 km of optical fiber with a 16 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and (b) a uniform FBG 
 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 11. 10 km of CWDM optical fiber with a 2 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and  

(b) a uniform FBG 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 12. 25 km of CWDM optical fiber with a 4 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and  

(b) a uniform FBG 
 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 13. 40 km of CWDM optical fiber with a 6 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and  

(b) a uniform FBG 
 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 14. 55 km of CWDM optical fiber with an 8 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and  

(b) a uniform FBG 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 15. 70 km of CWDM optical fiber with a 10 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and  

(b) a uniform FBG 
 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 16. 80 km of CWDM optical fiber with a 12 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and  

(b) a uniform FBG 
 
 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 17. 90 km of CWDM optical fiber with a 14 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and  

(b) a uniform FBG 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 18. 100 km of CWDM optical fiber with a 16 dBm input power eye diagram using (a) FBG and  

(b) a uniform FBG 
 

 

This research looks at how to construct and run a transmission system with a low bit error rate 

(BER) and a high Q factor. To improve the max quality factor and the BER, fiber Bragg grating (FBG) can 

be used in conjunction with this optical fiber transmission system architecture. Show that when comparing 

single- mode fiber with FBG findings, the Max Q factor is (47.981) and bit error rate is (0), whereas with 

uniform FBG, the bit error rate is (0) and the Max Q Factor is (55.9905).  

A set of Tables 3 and 4 The maximum Q factor with FBG is (47.1122) and BER is (0) for optical 

fiber CWDM, while with uniform FBG it is (55.9905) and BER is (0) for all results above for 10km fiber 

length and 2dBm input power. Figure 19 demonstrates that as the distance grows, the maximum quality 

factor falls. We find that the results obtained are much better [30], which used the length of the optical fiber 

up to 50 km with the input power up to 10 dBm. The BER rises as the distance increases, while the quality 

factor falls. To account for the quality factor, the fiber Bragg grating used in the simulation model has a 

pattern of uniform grating. According to this study, the Q-factor diminishes as distance rises. 
 

 

Table 1. Q factor and BER affect input power and 

fiber length when using FBG 
Input power 

(dB) 

Length of 

Fiber (km) 

Max Q-factor Min BER 

2 10 47.9810 
4 25 20.2198 2.85082 𝑒−091 

6 40 15.601 2.93899𝑒−055 
8 55 15.7246 5.12297𝑒−056 

10 70 14.0924 2.09951𝑒−045 
12 80 13.1689 6.60993𝑒−040 
14 90 11.0123 1.46317𝑒−028 

16 100 7.72857 4.27059𝑒−015 
 

Table 2. Q factor and BER affect input power and 

fiber length when using uniform FBG 
Input power 

(dB) 

Length of fiber 

(km) 

Max Q-factor Min BER 

2 10 55.9905 0 
4 25 22.5848 2.27461 𝑒−113  

6 40 16.7568 2.18179𝑒−063 
8 55  16.2415 1.2749𝑒−059 

10 70 13.7008 4.96308𝑒−043 
12 80 13.4056 2.79454𝑒−041 
14 90 11.4459 1.10658𝑒−030  

16 100 8.04225 3.49185𝑒−016 
 

 

 

Table 3. The influence of the bit error rate (BER) and 

quality factor (Q) on the distance and input power of 

CWDM fibers with FBG 
Input power 

(dB) 

Length of 

Fiber (km) 

Max Q-factor Min BER 

2 10 47.9810 
4 25 20.2198 2.85082 𝑒−091 

6 40 15.601 2.93899𝑒−055 
8 55 15.7246 5.12297𝑒−056 

10 70 14.0924 2.09951𝑒−045 
12 80 13.1689 6.60993𝑒−040 
14 90 11.0123 1.46317𝑒−028 
16 100 7.72857 4.27059𝑒−015 

 

Table 4. The influence of the bit error rate (BER) 

and quality factor (Q) on the distance and input 

power of CWDM fibers with uniform FBG 
Input power 

(dB) 

Length of Fiber 

(km) 

Max Q-factor Min BER 

2 10 55.9905 
4 25 22.5848 2.5089 𝑒−112 

6 40 16.7568 4.70285𝑒−063  
8 55  16.2415 1.32234𝑒−063 

10 70 13.7008 1.40994𝑒−044 
12 80 13.4056 1.07543𝑒−038 
14 90 11.4459 1.14216𝑒−028 
16 100  8.04225 1.60078𝑒−016 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 19. Fiber length in kilometers versus the maximum Q factor (a) uniform FBG and (b) CWDM fibers 

with uniform FBG 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

Various optical communication transmission systems with different input powers and fiber lengths 

are examined in this paper. These findings can be used to optimize the performance of the fiber optic 

system's channels by applying a uniform FBG. According to the above results, the quality factor and bite 

error rate improved when using optical fiber with a uniform FBG channel. In optical fiber CWDM uniform 

FBG channels, a better factor of quality (Q) and a lower bit error rate (BER) improve optical system 

performance. When compared to optical fiber CWDM combined with uniform FBG, single mode fiber 

provides the best quality factor and the lowest BER. By watching the results, we find that there is a very clear 

improvement in the results when the uniform FBG was used, as well as when it was compared with the 

previous publications.  
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